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Abstract This paper presents an overview of the key
ethical questions of performing gene editing research on
military service members. The recent technological ad-
vance in gene editing capabilities provided by CRISPR/
Cas9 and their path towards first-in-human trials has
reinvigorated the debate on human enhancement for
non-medical purposes. Human performance optimiza-
tion has long been a priority of military research in order
to close the gap between the advancement of warfare
and the limitations of human actors. In spite of this focus
on temporary performance improvement, biomedical
enhancement is an extension of these endeavours and
the ethical issues of such research should be considered.
In this paper, we explore possible applications of
CRISPR to military human gene editing research and
how it could be specifically applied towards protection
of service members against biological or chemical
weapons. We analyse three normative areas including
risk–benefit analysis, informed consent, and inequality
of access as it relates to CRISPR applications for mili-
tary research to help inform and provide considerations

for mili tary insti tutional review boards and
policymakers.
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Introduction

The development of the CRISPR/Cas 9 system has
revived the debate over gene editing applications in
many areas including biological research, human health,
and agriculture and food production among others.
What is discussed less in the literature is the use of
CRISPR/Cas and other gene editing technologies to
enhance humans specifically for military purposes.
The President’s Council on Bioethics under former
President George W. Bush acknowledged that when
performance is a matter of life and death, such as with
soldiers on the battlefield, human enhancement may be
more acceptable and indeed allowable (President’s
Council for Bioethics 2003). Yet the Council cautioned
that it may be unwise to allow the warfighter to become
indistinguishable from his weapon. Nevertheless, as
evidenced by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) Broad Agency Announcement
(BAA) in 2014, human performance optimization con-
tinues to be a major area of research focus (DARPA-
BAA-14-38). In this call, DARPA solicited proposals to
improve warfighter performance, improve bioengineer-
ing safety, and create a biological based manufacturing
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platform. The announcement underscores the Depart-
ment’s current focus on temporary optimization mea-
sures to include the development of short acting drugs
and biologics designed to enhance everything from
wound healing to improvement of a broad range of
cognitive abilities. With the emergence of
CRISPR/Cas technology and the possibility for
permanent gene enhancements of service members,
the debate over where the ethical line should be
drawn in military human performance optimization
requires further consideration.

In this paper, we focus on the ethics of research using
CRISPR on adult military service members, specifically
as it relates to potential exposure to biological agents.
This focus is deliberate because warfare is increasingly
becoming asymmetrical with the emergence of guerrilla
and insurgent forces. Military operations have shifted to
counterinsurgency with specific attention regarding how
to combat the threat of non-lethal weapons (e.g.,
bioagents). We discuss the governance of research in-
volving humans in the military and follow with a dis-
cussion of how CRISPR can be used to protect
warfighters against biological agents. Finally, we per-
form an ethical analysis of research involving military
personnel specifically on issues of risks–benefit analy-
sis, informed consent, and equality of access and outline
several considerations for institutional review boards
(IRBs) and policymakers.

Military Applications of CRISPR

CRISPR/Cas9 is a major technological feat with tremen-
dous potential to impact the agriculture and health in-
dustries. These tools are currently being used to expedite
crop and livestock breeding, engineer new antimicro-
bials, and control populations of disease-carrying in-
sects (Gao 2018; Nunez and Lu 2017; Hammond et al.
2016). For human health, CRISPR can be used to treat
diseases for which gene editing has previously been
considered a therapeutic strategy, including Parkinson’s
disease, Alzheimer’s disease, muscular dystrophy, cys-
tic fibrosis, sickle cell disease, hemophilia, autism, HIV,
and various cancers among other applications (NASEM
2017). Two first-in-human safety trials have been initi-
ated to study whether CRISPR edited immune cells are
more efficient at killing tumour cells in people with
terminal cancer (Cyranoski 2016; Reardon 2016).
CRISPR technology has reportedly been used to correct

gene defects in human embryos (Ma et al. 2017) and is
considered important in improving assisted repro-
ductive technologies (Simón 2013; Ishii 2017).
Research involving human embryo manipulation,
however, is largely being conducted outside the
United States due to regulatory restrictions. Sever-
al of these applications have relevance to Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) initiatives.

Other military applications of CRISPR could involve
directly enhancing human soldiers. Humans remain the
rate-limiting factor in the conduct of war. While
weapons have become increasingly more sophisticated,
provisions must be made in modern wargame exercises
to allow the warfighter to sleep, receive nutrition, and
heal after trauma or injury. Science fiction has conjured
images of warfighters with super strength, enhanced
vision, and limited psychosomatic reactions to the hor-
rors of war. CRISPR research in the private sector is also
trending towards enhancements that could be desirable
for military applications. For example, a study with
CRISPR-mediated gene editing of beagle embryos pro-
duced pups with twice the muscle mass having direct
implications for human research (Zou et al. 2015). Sci-
entists have also isolated genes from other species that
could theoretically be genetically engineered to enhance
humans such as a thermal imaging gene in reptiles
which may confer the ability to see in low light condi-
tions (Gracheva et al. 2010). Even a potential candidate
gene for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder has been de-
scribed indicating that it may be possible to one day
eliminate emotional detachment that warfighters some-
times encounter in the aftermath of war (Cornelis et al.
2010). Such experimental endeavours are likely to face
major regulatory hurdles if they are ever seriously con-
sidered for development.

More practically, the availability of CRISPR gene
editing is likely to impact both policy and practice in
warfighter health and performance research. CRISPR
itself could be used to weaponize biological agents and
the military will need to consider how the warfighter
could be optimized for performance during a hypothet-
ical attack (Hoehn et al. 2017). Historically, service
members are often subject to mandatory vaccination
programs to protect against biological agents while de-
ployed. However, it may prove difficult to develop
effective vaccines for some of these new and emerging
biological threats. Initial work aimed at identifying can-
didate genes that confers sensitivity to anthrax could lay
the ground work for these types of studies (Martchenko
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et al. 2012). Reduced expression of one such gene,
capillary morphogenesis gene 2 (CMG 2), correlates
strongly with lower susceptibility to anthrax. Interest-
ingly, individuals who are closely related express
CMG2 at similar levels which could indicate that sensi-
tivity to these types of bioagents may be heritable traits.
If genes such as CMG2 can be validated, the CRISPR
system could be exploited in a variety of ways, some of
which may not involve gene editing at all. In 2012, a
team of researchers engineered a Cas9 enzyme that was
unable to cut DNA (Qi et al. 2013). Essentially, the
CRISPR/Cas9 machinery could be directed to a specific
locus in the genome and used as either a gene promoter
or suppressor, a sort of on/off switch for certain genes.
More importantly, the effects could be reversible. One
study did report targeted silencing of CMG receptors
protected against anthrax toxin (Arévalo et al. 2014).
Potential advantages are a shorter time frame between
warfighter inoculation and deployment to a hostile zone
and the ability to naturally reverse effects over time.
More research is needed to determine the precise timing
required for such inoculations and how long the expect-
ed response would be sustained.

Governance of the Ethics of Research Involving
Humans in the Military

The public exposure to several unethical experiments
conducted in the United States and abroad led to the
development of the Belmont Report (Smith and Master
2014). The Belmont Report underscores three funda-
mental tenets of research ethics: respect for persons,
beneficence, and justice. Heavily influenced by the Bel-
mont Report, the Common Rule (45 CFR 46) is an
overarching set of regulations that aims to protect hu-
man subjects participating in research. Fifteen Federal
agencies, including the DoD, have signed on to the
Common Rule in 1991 with the purpose of promoting
uniformity in how research involving humans is
governed. The Common Rule has several subparts pro-
viding additional protections for vulnerable populations
such as pregnant women, human fetuses and neonates,
prisoners, and children (Smith and Master 2014). Pro-
visions within the Common Rule include the composi-
tion and processes of institutional review boards and
informed consent among others. The Common Rule
was revised in January 2017 with an effective date for
July 19, 2018.

Prior to the Common Rule era, military research
involving human subjects was largely accelerated due
to the use of poison gas during World War I and the
subsequent development of a chemical warfare defence
programme. During the time between the two world
wars, it is estimated that approximately 60,000 U.S.
service members were experimentally exposed to Mus-
tard gas and Lewistite (Brown 2009). Although the
programme ramped down significantly following the
end of World War II, military scientists continued re-
search and development to seek out more effective
compounds that could act as nerve agents, incapacitat-
ing compounds, and psychoactive agents. An additional
6,720 service members are estimated to have participat-
ed in experiments to test these agents from 1955 to 1979
(Brown 2009). Experiments were conducted under a
shroud of secrecy but were still based on Nuremberg
and Helsinki guidance and emphasized that participa-
tion was voluntary (Brown 2009). Since that time, mil-
itary research involving service members has involved
everything from human performance, feeding and nutri-
tion, military medicine, and social behavioural interac-
tions. Department of Defense human protections over-
sight has evolved to ensure more transparency, account-
ability, and greater protection for service members and
civilians participating in DoD sponsored research.

Each Federal agency has also adopted protections in
their instance of the rule to protect specific populations
known to participate in research they sponsor. The DoD
makes additional provisions for research involving ser-
vice members. Due to the superior-subordinate relation-
ship that exists in the military, DoD research policy
provides additional protections to minimize command
influence, to ensure that each individual gives informed
consent in advance, and to limit waivers of informed
consent (Amoroso and Wenger 2003). Furthermore, 10
United States Code 980 (10 USC 980) requires that all
human participants of DoD sponsored research be able
to give consent in advance of the research unless such
research is intended to directly benefit the participant, in
which case consent may be obtained from a legal rep-
resentative (Sec 980 2005). The DoD has developed
instructions that delineate the implementation of the
Common Rule and considerations regarding special
protections for service members (DoDI 3216.02,
2002). The DoD has also agreed to comply with all
civilian Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regula-
tions regarding the development and use of new phar-
maceuticals, including the requirement to obtain
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informed consent from human subjects participating in
experimental drug and biologics trials.

Several provisions had previously been enacted to
allow DoD to request a waiver of the requirement to
obtain informed consent if the investigational agent is to
be used in military contingency settings for the protec-
tion of service members from biological or chemical
agents. This exception is known as the Interim Rule
and was authorized by the FDA during the first Gulf
War (21 CFR 50.23(d) 1990). The Interim Rule raised
several ethical issues and a failed legal challenge
prompted Congress to update the rule mandating that
requests for waivers be approved by the President and
strengthened requirements for IRB review of pro-
tocols utilizing investigational agents without ap-
propriate informed consent (Doe v Sullivan [1991]
and 10 USC 1107 2011). Food and Drug Admin-
istration rule 23(d) and 10 USC 1107 were further
unified by Presidential executive order and added
the interests of national security as a parameter
upon which a waiver of informed consent decision
could be based (Executive Order 13139 1999). In
November 2017, the U.S. Congress passed legisla-
tion to allow the FDA to authorize emergency use
and expedite the development of DoD medical
products that have significant potential to affect
national security (Public Law No: 115-92). Laws
such as these will most certainly benefit service
members by allowing more expedient access to
DoD science and technology innovations. Never-
theless, it presents a significant challenge in man-
aging the ethical considerations of potential prod-
ucts driven by technologies such as CRISPR/Cas.

Currently, there is no specific regulation barring the
enhancement of service members for military purposes
although the Department’s current emphasis on optimi-
zation as opposed to enhancement suggests general
weariness regarding permanent gene editing for service
members. Nevertheless, research into human perfor-
mance optimization and by extension biomedical en-
hancements is very active within the DoD (Land 2010;
Jonas et al. 2010). As discussed, using CRISPR, it is
possible to create semi-permanent gene enhancements.
As public acceptability of gene editing for somatic
versus germline therapies shifts (Scheufele et al.
2017), so may acceptance of somatic enhance-
ments. It is thus conceivable that in the future,
enhancements could become fully in compliance
with the Department’s policies.

Ethics of Military Gene Enhancement in Research

CRISPR has revitalized the debate over human gene
enhancement. In contemporary bioethics debates, a dis-
tinction between gene editing to treat or prevent disease
and enhancement for non-health purposes is sometimes
made with the latter being more strongly discouraged
(Scheufele et al. 2017; Annas and Annas 2009; Ashcroft
2008; Amoroso and Wenger 2003). The distinction is
meant to draw a line between practices that are consid-
ered morally permissible (gene editing for therapeutic
purposes) versus those that are prohibitory (gene editing
for enhancement) (Buchanan et al. 2000). Therapy is
considered medically necessary in order to achieve nor-
mal function. But what is considered Bnormal^ function
and what is Bpathological^ is susceptible to change. Yet
in some cases, the moral difference between the therapy
versus enhancement distinction becomes blurry. The
classic example of two young boys both of whom are
born with very short stature helps illustrate this point.
Boy A is born short due to a deficiency in the human
growth hormone (HGH) gene whereas Boy B is born
short because both his parents are very short. Using
CRISPR to correct the mutation in Boy A would be
considered therapy because of a known gene defect
whereas performing gene editing for Boy B would be
considered enhancement because there is no clearly
identifiable clinical pathology. Yet both Boy A and
Boy B would suffer the social prejudice known as
heightism, both desire to be taller, and both have very
short statures due to a genetic lottery and to no fault of
their own. In this situation, it would be ethically permis-
sible to help both boys (Buchanan et al. 2000). Addi-
tionally, what may be considered an enhancement now
might be considered treatment or routine care in the
future (Frankel and Chapman 2000; Buchanan et al.
2000). In the above example, if we knew the specific
set of genes making Boy B very short, this may be
labelled as a pathology and thus could benefit from
CRISPR therapy.

But there are valid reasons for maintaining the
therapy/enhancement distinction including concerns
that enhancement may be a form of a new, albeit softer,
eugenics which likely furthers inequality among those
who cannot afford to create children with enhanced
traits (Frankel and Chapman 2000; Kiuru and Crystal
2008; Comfort 2015). The disability community finds
the topic of gene modification particularly concerning.
Many are concerned that the medical model
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characterizes disabilities as a medical problem that must
be mitigated or eliminated (Generations Ahead 2010).
Disability is a social construct with a socially dominant
view that disabled people are unhappy and discounts the
pride which people have in their disabilities and how it
brings diverse and new perspectives to the world
(Shakespeare 1995, 1998). Several in the disability
community view genetic modification to rid disabilities
in the world as highly discriminatory and argue that
efforts towards such goals may increase social intoler-
ance and further prejudice disabled persons.

There are, however, dissenting opinions as some
argue enhancements are good for society and consider
human enhancement a moral obligation (Savulescu
2005; Harris 2007). Based on the principle of procre-
ative beneficence, Julian Savulescu argues that short of
having competing interests, such as harm to a pregnant
mother, parent(s) are obligated to have the most
advantaged child, including by genetic enhancement
(Savulescu 2001; Savulescu and Kahane 2009). Not
all enhancementsmight be permissible, such as aesthetic
ones like eye colour, but those that improve human
flourishing, such as intelligence, would be allowed
(Chan and Harris 2007).

For the purposes of our discussion here, we will not
focus on the permissibility of enhancements in general
or even for military purposes. Instead, we begin from the
premise that CRISPR for military enhancement may be
permitted and focus on outlining ethical issues sur-
rounding risks and benefits to subjects, informed con-
sent, and inequalities of access.

Risk and Benefits to Soldiers as Research Participants

Considering that military service members already take
significant risks simply by enlisting in the armed ser-
vices, the risk/benefit analysis for research may be more
favourable towards gene enhancement as the enhance-
ment itself could improve the chances of survival during
armed conflict (Annas and Annas 2009). Nevertheless,
the risks of research must be addressed in a systematic
manner to ensure that service members are not being
exposed to unnecessary harm. Most concerning with
gene editing research using CRISPR is the potential
for off-target effects. If the CRISPR machinery acciden-
tally docks at an unintended location in the genome it
could cause mutations and disrupt or accelerate non-
targeted biological processes thereby resulting in any
number of illnesses, some of which may be life

threatening. Nevertheless, the possibility of significant
off target effects remains hypothetical. A recent report
indicating that CRISPR gene editing had caused over
one thousand single nucleotide mutations and over one
hundred deletions was later retracted after heavy criti-
cism of the scientific methods used and the validity of
the paper’s conclusions (Schaefer et al. 2017; Wilson
et al. 2017; Nature Methods, 2018). Nevertheless, our
knowledge of biological processes and potential
CRISPR effects remains limited. The risk–benefit cal-
culus would require military IRBs to balance risks of
off-target effects against the potential benefits of im-
proved survival. The risks would be difficult to predict
because more research on the frequency of off-target
effects needs to be done in order to determine whether
the benefits outweigh the risks. Risks may beminimized
through preclinical experiments using robust animal
models, reliable measures of off-target effects, and from
an adequate understanding of how gene changes affect
biological function. Risks may also be minimized if a
reversible system was used.

Informed Consent

One of the factors of military life that impacts informed
consent for research is the command structure. The
military adheres to a single chain of command structure
as outlined in the Joint Publication 1-02 (Gade 2015).
The Uniform Code of Military Justice makes it a crime
for a service member to disobey a lawful order from a
superior commissioned officer, as such disobedience
could jeopardize operational security and directly com-
promise the President’s directives (Katz 2000). It can be
challenging for service members to break from the
mould of this strict command structure even in the
research setting. Thus, DoD Instruction 3216.02 re-
quires that any research involving military personnel
specifically excludes senior officers in the participant’s
chain of command from solicitation, recruitment, or
administering of informed consent. The responsibility
of obtaining consent falls with the research team to
ensure that this exclusion is enforced and that the auton-
omy and voluntariness of the research subject is
protected at all times.

Another closely related factor of military training that
presents a challenge to informed consent in the military
setting is that service members are trained to act as a
unit. This is based on several studies which positively tie
unit cohesion tomilitary performance (National Defense
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Research Institute 2010). Sometimes, recruitment ef-
forts may target an entire unit and in such cases re-
searchers may conduct group briefings. It can be espe-
cially challenging for an individual to not go along with
an activity especially if a majority of the unit has decid-
ed to participate. This presents some difficulty in the
informed consent process, especially in terms of undue
pressure of group conformity. It may be that group
recruitment activities within units or group briefings
should be avoided for first-in-human CRISPR research
for military enhancement. A focus on providing infor-
mation to individuals in both written form i.e., education
packets, in addition to discussing the research and an-
swering questions through a gradual process may be
important to help ensure potential subjects are adequate-
ly informed of the procedures, risks and benefits, ability
to withdraw, and alternatives to study enrolment.

Attitudes regarding CRISPR gene editing and expec-
tations among service members may also impact the
informed consent process. Service members may be
drawn to participate if they believe that the procedure
could give them an advantage over the enemy or protect
them from a terrorist attack. Further complicating the
issue is that some research participants may have trouble
grasping the basic concepts of genetics and gene therapy
trials (Rose, Russo, and Wykes 2013). Often miscon-
ceptions exist regarding the intent of these types of
trials. Deaths that have occurred during other human
gene therapy trials highlight the disparity that often
exists between goals of the research and participant
expectations (Dresser 2009). Although personal benefit
may be possible in early clinical trials, the main objec-
tive of first-in-human studies is to address safety. As
such, a type of Btherapeutic misconception^ is likely to
exist among military research subjects where CRISPR
may protect them against harm from combat. Military
IRBs will need to consider whether the benefits of
improved performance are being overstated during in-
formed consent to service members.

A final point to consider surrounding informed con-
sent is the impact of the FDA’s newly adopted stance on
expedited development of DoD medical products. Dur-
ing the first Gulf War, the FDA allowed the DoD to
administer two experimental treatments to deploying
service members to protect them against potential bio-
chemical attacks (Boyce 2009). Practically speaking, no
one can predict when war may break out. If a CRISPR-
based experimental treatment were developed enough
for testing on service members but had not yet been

approved for use, it would be impractical to obtain
informed consent from every service member prior to
deployment. Under the current regulations the product
could be used under emergency situations or, depending
on the stage of development, could be expedited. If
some service members refused, then they could place
themselves at risk of personal harm and jeopardize the
success of a mission. Administering CRISPR gene
editing prematurely could threaten service members’
safety, autonomy, ability to consent and whether they
could opt out of these types of enhancements. This
precedent could be important in genetics research as
service members can conceivably be given orders, even
against their wishes, if they are being sent to a war zone
where biological weapons are being used. A cautionary
approach to gene enhancement research using CRISPR
may be prudent such that smaller scale testing can be
done in controlled research settings prior to large-scale
use and application during combat missions. Military
leadership, IRBs, and the FDA must carefully evaluate
unknown risks to soldiers and the risk of an unsuccess-
ful mission if adequate human subjects research using
the technology has not yet been performed.

Inequality of Access

Inequality of access has been raised as a potential neg-
ative consequence of gene editing (Rabino 2003). The
inequality of access argument against human gene en-
hancement could also apply in military settings
(Amoroso and Wenger 2003). Uniformity is one mech-
anism the armed forces use to instil discipline and foster
willingness to follow directions and is intimately tied to
the chain of command structure. Due to the risks asso-
ciated with gene enhancement research, first-in-human
studies may be restricted to Special Forces personnel or
those slated to participate in risky missions. If some
deployed service members had enhancements and
others did not, this could lead to dissent. Under the
dissent rules, service members may refuse deployment
claiming they have not been provided with the same
level of protection as others. This could greatly hamper
the success of missions. Even if a particular enhance-
ment is given to an entire unit, temporary duty assign-
ments or permanent change of stations could also create
inequality within the forces and could disrupt the overall
chain of command structure.

Another DoD regulation that may impact inequality
of access to CRISPR research is whether the service
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member is on active duty. Military human subjects’
regulations prohibit active duty service members from
being compensated for participating in research trials
(DoDI 2002). Essentially if a service member is being
paid by the DoD, they cannot simultaneously be com-
pensated with additional funds through other DoD
funding mechanisms for research purposes. A CRISPR
trial designed to offer compensation may be viewed as
an unfair incentive to service members who are on
leave. Researchers may want to consider not offering
compensation at all. If participation is limited to only
service members on leave in order to offer fair compen-
sation to all participants, military IRBs may need to
consider whether this violates principles of fairness for
all military research subjects.

Conclusions

We conclude with two points. First is to encourage
public and stakeholder engagement on the ethics of
using CRISPR in military enhancement technology.
Currently, public debate on the use of CRISPR for
germline and enhancement purposes indicates that many
in the public display concern about somatic and
germline enhancements (McCaughey et al. 2016; Pew
Research Center 2016; STAT-Harvard T.H. Chan
School of Public Health 2016; Gaskell et al. 2017;
Scheufele et al. 2017). These studies capture the views
of different populations and vary in how questions are
worded thereby accounting for some of the differences
in opinions. But no study has yet to investigate the views
of stakeholders on the use of CRISPR for enhancement
for the purpose of protecting soldiers. Public and stake-
holder views may differ when considering the use of
CRISPR technology for military enhancement. Engage-
ment within DoD and the public will help DoD research
ethicists and leadership understand public and stake-
holder concerns and be able to manage ethical issues
of research involving military personnel as the research
is translated into human applications. To promote
discourse, several deliberative strategies and re-
search methods could be employed including town
hall meetings, citizen juries, consensus confer-
ences, polling, and focus groups among others
(Abelson et al. 2003). Deliberation can focus on
a range of ethical questions such as how to trans-
late CRISPR gene technology for military applica-
tions, how best to handle research ethics issues

including informed consent and risk analysis for
first-in-human studies, and when and how to best
inform the public to ensure transparency of gene
editing research.

The second point is that DoD should consider several
research ethics issues as this technology moves forward.
Gene editing is clearly advancing and as gene modifi-
cation becomes accepted in military research, several
considerations need to be made to minimize risks and
ensure service members are appropriately informed
should they become research participants. This will
include taking steps to reduce the group pressure that
could be a by-product of military cohesiveness training
and making improvements in the consent process such
that service members understand the risks and purpose
of these interventions. The military will likely be
watching the first-in-human trials very closely while
simultaneously exhausting all preclinical options in or-
der to fully evaluate the risks of off-target effects. There
will need to be some certainty from further validated
studies prior to initiating any wide-scale use for military
applications. Additionally, researchers and military
leadership alike will need to be cognizant of the poten-
tial for CRISPR applications to be deployed in the
military setting prior to approval of these interventions
by the FDA. Prior to invoking the Interim Rule due to a
bioterrorist threat, several considerations need to be
weighed to ensure appropriate protections to front line
military personnel. From the DoD perspective, ensuring
that service members have the best available pro-
tection in a war zone is paramount. However, this
creates many ethical issues regarding breach of
individual rights and autonomy. At the same time,
a consideration could be that these risks are built
into enlisting and recruiting discussions so that
service members understand clearly that this is a
possibility under certain scenarios. While the Pres-
ident’s Council in 2003 felt that the risks of using
gene editing for military enhancement were too
high, it remains unclear given scientific advance-
ments in gene editing whether similar conclusions
would be made.
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